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Abstract: Among the leading immersive technologies, augmented reality is one of the most promising
and empowering for supporting designers in production environments. This research investigates the
application of mobile augmented reality, based on the Web, as a mediation tool focused on cognitive
activities of reading and understanding of technical drawings in the production and assembly of
tailor-made projects of the scenographic industry. In this context, the research presents a method
to use WebAR to improve the reading of technical drawings, seeking efficiency in the visualization
of models and the exchange of information between professionals involved in the processes of
design, production, and assembly of products, in the scope of scenography. This mediation tool was
developed using Web AR platforms, compatible with native libraries (ARCore and ARKit) to ensure,
first, compatibility with commonly used devices that workers or businesses can access, and second,
to leverage hybrid tracking techniques that combine vision and sensors to improve the reliability
of augmented reality viewing. The proposed solution adopts multiple tracking and navigation
techniques in order to expand Space Skills components to provide greater exploratory freedom to
users. The research process took place in light of the Design Science Research Methodology and
the DSR-Model, since it aimed to develop a solution to a practical problem, as well as to produce
knowledge from this process. Field experiments were conducted in two real companies, with end
users on their respective mobile devices, in order to evaluate usability and behavioral intent, through
the Acceptance, Intent, and Use of Technology questionnaires and perceived mental workload,
NASA-TLX. The experimental results show that the adoption of this tool reduces the cognitive load
in the process of reading technical drawings and project understanding. In general, its usability and
intent to use provided significant levels of satisfaction, being positively accepted by all participants
involved in the study.

Keywords: mobile augmented reality; virtual prototyping; technical drawing; scenic design; spatial
ability; design science

1. Introduction

Set design has gained recognition in recent years and has established itself in the 21st
century as a strong means for corporate promotion, particularly in terms of communicating
products and services. In this context, it is observed that companies and major brands
require creative strategic planning to survive in increasingly competitive markets, hence
the prudent application of scenographic design to enhance product visibility and trust.
This has become necessary due to the competitive nature of advertising and marketing
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in most sectors of the economy, as a result of globalization, modernity, and technological
advancement [1].

The application of scenography production occurs in all fields where a scenic language
is needed to present a spectacle, recording set, and customized adaptation of a project for
a client/brand. Its use takes place in the artistic realm, in TV, theater, cinema, as well as
in the consumer environment, in commercial stands, shops, bars, restaurants, and also in
marketing and advertising, with brand establishment activations, shows, and events. In
Brazil today, there is a very special configuration for the scenographic market and all forms
of culture, which provides a very attractive moment for this market niche.

A tailor-made (TM) project refers to a customized or bespoke project that is specifically
designed and crafted to meet the unique requirements and preferences of a particular client
or customer. In other words, it is a project that is tailored or customized according to the
individual needs, specifications, and desires of the client, ensuring that the end result aligns
perfectly with their expectations.

Tailor-made projects can be found in various fields, including fashion, interior de-
sign, software development, and manufacturing, among others. These projects involve
close collaboration between the client and the professionals or experts responsible for
the project to ensure that the final outcome is personalized and perfectly suited to the
client’s requirements.

This unique and personalized vision underscores the need for qualified and well-
prepared professionals to execute TM projects within the more complex and lucrative
scenographic environment. Usually, such professionals follow technical drawings (TDs)
that describe the construction process of the project.

This study aims primarily to reduce cognitive load in reading TDs of TM projects.
Secondly, it can identify the spatial abilities of the participants, thus diagnosing facilitating
factors that will allow for better communication between scenography and creative teams
(project clients—marketing/promotional agencies, in general).

The general objective of this work is to enhance the understanding of TDs in sceno-
graphic production by developing a mobile augmented reality solution as a mediating
tool that satisfies the cognitive requirements of technical design and usability on portable
devices. This tool aims to help workers comprehend the technical drawings of products,
thereby improving the operational efficiency of scenographic production.

The specific objectives of this work are as follows:

1. Contextualize production and scenographic design in the market to formalize dif-
ficulties and opportunities related to project execution in the production line of
TM projects.

2. Investigate the fundamentals of TDs, as well as the state of the art, challenges, and
insights regarding VP (Virtual Prototyping) and MAR (mobile augmented reality),
elucidating design requirements to develop an AR (augmented reality) application
in scenographic production, serving as a cognitive activity analysis tool in product
technical design.

3. Evaluate the proposed digital artifact (AR as a mediation tool in cognitive aspects of
technical design) based on contingent heuristics to elucidate learning and generalize
construction and contingency heuristics for a specific class of problems.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 lists the existing works
directly related to the topic of this research. Section 3 describes the development process of
the proposed artifact. Section 4 describes the experiment performed and Section 5 how the
artifact was validated, while Section 6 discusses its main findings. Finally, Section 7 draws
conclusions about the work and lists future work directions.

2. Related Work

This section is mainly focused on how augmented reality may help the development
of spatial abilities.
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In the present study, AR technologies are employed to enhance the human–environment
(HE) interactions of professionals due to their cognitive and motivational impact, as ev-
idenced by applications related to learning with virtual technologies [2,3] and AR [3–6].
This is also because they facilitate user-centered cognition.

To explore the relationship in Virtual Environments (VEs), various researchers have
conducted experiments using AR tools [3,4] with engineering students, yielding commend-
able results for components of spatial ability: Spatial Reasoning, Visualization of Space,
and Object Estimation.

In the manufacturing and industrial context, aiming to enhance and streamline mainte-
nance processes and training [7], AR has become a key and immediate tool to communicate
essential steps of maintenance processes to be followed in the workplace, particularly
highlighting results obtained with tangible physical interactions [8]. This has also brought
significant attention to issues related to operational process efficiencies.

Girbacia [9] presented an AR-based system, termed augmented reality technical draw-
ings, equipped with an Optical See-Through (OST) Head-Mounted Display (HMD) and a
methodology for the automatic translation of CAD models. With this artifact, users can
transform, rotate, and scale the virtual 3D CAD model using a tangible user interface
composed of markers. In this experiment, AR technology proved to be a valuable tool for
visualizing and interacting with 3D models. The co-location of 3D CAD models in the real
environment provided users with a realistic perception of the physical (printed) technical
drawing. Girbacia concluded that one of the main advantages gained with the developed
system is the reduction in time needed for users to understand TDs. This approach proved
to be a powerful tool that enhanced user efficiency compared to classical methods.

This visual perception of complex products using 2D technical drawings increases
cognitive load on professionals, as it requires the mental reconstruction of the product’s
(3D) shape from 2D views [9]. These insights will be incorporated into the artifact of this
research with the aim of promoting the efficiency of direct visualization of 3D images over
the conventional construction of 3D images from 2D drawings in technical design activities.

Having introduced the technology to develop spatial skills, it becomes important to
understand the nature of the work the operator will perform. Interaction Design aims
to indirectly include interactivity between the user and the chosen digital system for
learning [10].

According to Sharp, Preece, and Rogers [10] in their book “Interaction Design: be-
yond human-computer interaction,” Interaction Design enables different departments
within a company to work in an integrated manner with the support of a digital system.
This integration can have various layers, making it possible to consider improvements
in communication with workers as a result, leading to sector integration and increased
labor efficiency. As an example of this integration into production processes, Freddi and
Frizziero [7] apply AR to assembly tasks, emphasizing the benefits of using augmented
reality to teach operators more efficient working methods, facilitated by this technology,
which is still underutilized and cost-effective.

In this context, Interaction Design can be defined as the design of a product or physical
space according to the needs of a specific user. For this project, interaction design focuses
on how to operate different interfaces used in technical design activities to achieve a good
spatial visual understanding. This means defining the relationship between the worker and
the tasks involving the devices used in their activity. The cognitive factors incorporated in
AR interaction aim to create user experiences that enhance and improve how people work,
communicate, and interact in their environment.

Furthermore, AR introduces new experiences based on exploration/discovery, such
as exploring content through tangential interactions, direct manipulation, and the ability to
explore from different perspectives using mobile devices, under an allocentric configuration
of the experience. This allows the operator to interact with their team, physical space, and
virtual environment.
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In summary, Interaction Design allows technology to adapt to the needs of profession-
als, enabling users to develop a better understanding through interactions with virtual
objects. This will enhance spatial skills by reducing the cognitive load imposed on them.
It can be concluded that Interaction Design, in this case, serves to create a working logis-
tics for the operator to interact with technical design and be capable of conceiving visual
representations through AR.

3. Methodology

This research followed the steps depicted in Figure 1. The specific stages of the adopted
methodology were selected by combining the ones from the DSR-Model [11] together with
the ones from the DSR Methodology [12].

Figure 1. Methodological steps from the DSR Model and DSR Methodology.

In the third stage of the interaction process, the design of an artifact that aims to meet
the needs elicited in this research takes place. Based on the obtained information, the
development process of the artifact was initiated, aiming to fulfill the requirements.

Despite the different approaches used in the analyzed similar artifacts, what was
sought in each of them can be summarized, in general, in two characteristics: improving
spatial ability components through the use of AR for training and teaching purposes,
and optimizing access to product information in TDs, which means implementing AR
with only minor changes to the company’s product lifecycle process. Only one of the
tools, TaDiMa, encompassed these objectives as a relatively intuitive system that mostly
met the project requirements. TaDiMa is based on a flexible access database for Product
Lifecycle Management (PLM), using a tangible/graphical user interface and AR. The user
can introduce a tangible element with visual markers in their workspace (office desk,
meeting table, production bench, etc.). These markers can be printed or attached as stickers
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on paper, in this case, technical drawings. The solution utilizes a flexible combination of
benefits from a Graphical Interface (GI) and a Tangible Interface (TI), taking advantage
of each approach’s strengths. The user can explore the TI for intuitive navigation of the
model and the GI for precise control of information (e.g., through touch screen, digital pen,
mouse, keyboard).

This stage aimed to develop a Web-based instantiation of AR to provide elements
that will allow for future implementation in the TD system of scenography warehouses,
thus becoming a feasible alternative for future adoption in the development process of
new products in these scenarios. The following are the alternatives developed during the
interactions presented and analyzed.

3.1. Configuration of the 3D Model and TD

This alternative was developed using Autodesk Maya 2018 and Adobe Illustrator.
Its main characteristic was the development of the 3D model from the original SVG files
of the Plywood Chair, its texturing and animation for Web AR platforms, as well as the
definition of physical content—inserted in the TD, and the integration of AR through
delivery methods in the TD.

Thus, the starting point for the development of the proposed mediating artifact was
the choice of the model to be used for the study. To do so, the product proposed for the
study had to meet two main characteristics: having more than one construction/assembly
stage and belonging to the scenographic production repertoire. Therefore, a furniture
item—the Plywood Chair—was used for automated execution in a CNC Router, which
improves automation and flexibility in the warehouse, with multiple parts and fitting and
assembly stages. The files contained are SVG files to be cut directly with CNC or printed
and cut with a bandsaw. The SVG files are exported from the chair modeled in 18 mm
or 3/4 inch (19.05 mm) plywood. The SVG files cannot be used with any other plywood
thickness. To use thinner or thicker plywood, the model needs to be modified according to
that thickness. Figure 2 shows the final optimized 3D model of the Plywood Chair for use
in Web AR, respecting the previously established requirements.

Figure 2. Final proposed modeling for use in the Web AR mediating tool. (Left) visualization of the
plywood chair. (Right) exploded view of the 3D model.

After defining the 3D model, the TD sheets were created. Four technical sheets were
configured:

• Sheet 1: Introduction to the model;
• Sheet 2: Orthographic views;
• Sheet 3: Exploded view with markings;
• Sheet 4: Assembly stages.
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Figure 3 shows the final result of the TD sheet designed for the A3 format. The use
of a QR code was chosen as the method to deliver AR seamlessly in the scenographic
environment. In addition, brief instructions for QR code usage were included, considering
the possibility of low familiarity with the technology among some participants.

Figure 3. Example of augmented TD sheet (Sheet 3) of the instantiated artifact in its first interaction.

3.2. Augmented TD Implementation

This stage is aimed at configuring the 3D models, animations accessible to Web
AR platforms, and integration capabilities. This interaction was developed using the
MyWebAR and Vectary platforms. MyWebAR is an online Web AR service that allows the
use of online editors to build interactions compatible with various mobile browsers and
operating systems through a project. The motivation for using this platform lies in its ability
to support the playback of videos and 3D animations, as well as more advanced interactive
implementations, such as starting/pausing an animation through the implementation of
augmented buttons (virtually projected onto the real world).

Additionally, the platform encompasses multiple tracking features, such as Image
Tracking, Surface Tracking (Instant Tracking), and VSLAM, allowing for the association of
multiple types of AR associated with the usage intentions of this research to mediate each
spatial skills capability.

3.3. Animated Models

After previous iteration, some limitations regarding Web AR providers and the study’s
hardware were identified.

Therefore, for Sheet 2, an animation was developed for the folding present in the
TD, considering the ABNT format (First Angle Projection). To maintain visual coherence
and address new solution parameters, the model was applied with native material and
hexadecimal color (without the use of textures). This resulted in a scene loading time of
less than 5 s, even with the animation included. Additionally, simulated lighting was used,
where an invisible plane is created over the TD map to capture the object’s shadow. This
creates a perception that the model is truly integrated into the TD and the real world.
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For this sheet, the applied AR used hybrid tracking, benefiting from VSLAM, which
combines the advantages of IMUs (Inertial Measurement Units) and mobile device cameras.
When scanning the QR code, the user positions the 100% augmented (holographic) TD in
the real world. Once positioned, it is possible to rotate, zoom in, or zoom out the TD. This
solution simulates a traditional view of the TD but with the benefits of enlarging the TD
sheet to a more comfortable size for studying the object. Additionally, a button located in
the center of the TD allows for the initiation of the 3D model’s animation, illustrating a
folding motion between views. This process also aims to instruct workers on the spatial
orientation relationship between the parts (a problem identified during the initial visits to
the scenography warehouses, explained in the problem awareness stage).

3.4. Direct Hand Manipulation

Having verified the use of tangential and direct manipulation with hands in all similar
artifacts, an artifact was developed for manipulating the 3D model in AR. Despite all the
similar artifacts having tangential experience, many had limitations because the projection
was mirrored on monitor screens, causing cognitive dissonance [13,14].

Figure 4 shows the final model of the tangible artifact, with an ergonomic flap for
manipulating the board, made of triplex paper/cardboard sheet. For the purposes of this
research, the flap provides a preview of the final model, without a QR code. The delivery
method is enabled through Sheets 3 and 4, Exploded View and Assembly Steps, respectively.
This allows participants to explore through more than one spatial valence, considering
moderating factors among users, such as media expertise, which makes model rotation
more intuitive for some individuals.

Figure 4. Tests of the tangible board—Sheets 3 and 4.

4. Experiment

This research was approved by the Ethics Committee of UFPE. The individuals who
participated in the research signed the informed consent form and provided permission for
the use of their image and testimonial.

A total of 15 participants were involved in the research, divided into two analysis
groups with distinct objectives. Group 1 consisted of nine participants and focused on
the awareness stage, while Group 2 had six participants and focused on evaluating the
prescribed artifact as a mediating tool. Their participation contributed to the development
of heuristics and project requirements, as well as the understanding of the surrounding
behavioral conjectures. The participants were professionals working in the scenographic
industry, involved in theater projects, both in the production line (project execution) and in
the creative activities of the sector (project development).
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In this context, the proposed artifact was tested under conditions similar to those
observed in the scenographic warehouses using the observation framework. The demon-
stration setup encompassed the main spatial characteristics, including natural/artificial
lighting, a restricted workspace (a 75 cm support table), and evaluation periods during both
day and night. Working with augmented reality in low-light environments was considered
a challenge, as it could cause the virtual model to shift in the real world. Figure 5 shows
the arrangement of the augmented TD, composed of four sheets printed on A3 75 g paper,
along with the tangible manipulation board with a printed usable area of 20 × 20 cm,
attached to a rigid cardboard panel.

Figure 5. Setup of the controlled environment for the experiment.

The demonstration of the four sheets was performed using the Galaxy S10 Plus, with
a 4G connection. The demonstration of Sheet 1—Introduction to the model—verified
important parameters for the execution of AR, such as estimation of the real distance of the
3D model in scale in the real world, estimated by ARCore. This capability was confirmed
by measuring the model in real size projected with a ruler placed under the object (with
a margin of error of 0.5 to 1 cm). In terms of the capability to track occluded objects, the
platform was able to recognize objects and surfaces with delays of 1 to 2 s when exposed in
the foreground, i.e., closer than the positioning of the artifact—generally quite satisfactory.
Regarding the functional integration, the artifact can (in the demonstration) maintain the
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same conventional reading behaviors of the physical design template, except for the fact
that it is viewed through the smartphone, resulting in little change in the operating mode.
Figure 6 demonstrates the use of AR for Sheet 1, visualizing the projected product in the
real world, while Figure 7 demonstrates how the person manipulated the cell phone for
visualization of the augmented TD.

Figure 6. Demonstration of Sheet 1—Introduction to the Model. Overall analysis of the product and
purpose. Inference of real scale and occlusion of objects in the foreground.

Figure 7. Augmented TD installed on the scenic production table during the reading activity using
the cell phone.

Figure 8 demonstrates the AR experience using a female reference model measuring
1.70 m. The tests positively evaluated the responsiveness of the algorithm in interpreting
foreground objects, further integrating the projected 3D model and the intended use of
the artifact. The use of the ergonomic reference contributed to the understanding of the
product, as there was an initial perception that the artifact would be excessively smaller or
in a reduced scale.

Sheet 2 addressed important aspects of spatial capabilities. The folding animation of
the model on the conventional sheet of the TD allowed for instruction and assistance in
the assimilation process of more complex products through the tool. Figure 9 shows the
static primitive interaction (rotation and scale of the projected TD) and dynamic interaction
(exploration from different angles and positioning of the mobile device).
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Figure 8. Demonstration 2, Sheet 1—Model with ergonomic reference.

Figure 9. Demonstration 3, Sheet 2. Static and dynamic primitive interaction.

Sheet 3 utilized the surface tracking system, which allowed the artifact to be
(re)positioned throughout space using Instant Tracking, enabling various inferences of
the model, in conjunction with the physical TD or the TD projected throughout the
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environment. This allowed for exploring the product from different angles with multiple
integration possibilities, optimizing work environments (Figure 10).

Figure 10. Sheet 3—Exploded view. Positioning and usage simulations (functional and cognitive
integration).

The following demonstrations were performed at night to test the quality of camera
tracking and possible image tracking failures.

Sheet 4, which considers assembly instructions for the model, includes animation and
the use of VSLAM. The results were satisfactory.

Next, demonstrations of the Augmented TD using the tangible board are performed,
allowing for free exploration of the model with one hand. The quality of tracking, integra-
tion of the Play/Pause button, recording (saving the visualization as photo and video), and
responsive screens to tracking errors were verified (Figure 11).

Figure 11. Demonstration of tangible manipulation. UI for starting, executing, and occluding the
tracking image, respectively.
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All the above-mentioned features performed satisfactorily, except for the recording
modes. Considering that the registration is performed via WebRTC (meaning that the
recording takes place through screen recording on the server and in real time, causing
network overload), it caused the mobile device to freeze in all attempts, preventing the
recording of videos longer than 3 s. On the other hand, the photo capture feature continued
to work properly (with only a 1-second lag at the moment of capturing). It was also
observed that the registration process causes a displacement of the key reference point,
which can cognitively overload the understanding of the interface for new users.

The following demonstration aimed to verify the animated 3D model of Sheet 3—
exploded view. The animation transitions between the object and the exploded view,
seeking to drastically reduce cognitive load [15]. As previously mentioned, the model with
native material and a visual appearance similar to the detail sheet was used, along with
the Play/Pause button. Figure 12 shows the simulations of using the tangential board in
relation to the TD sheet and the workspace. The user can pause the model explosion at any
point during the transition to study the relationship between the parts or the fittings of
each item, relying on the intuition of static or dynamic interactions.

Figure 12. Tangible board demonstration—Sheet 3.

In a complementary manner, possible ways of exploring the 3D model in combination
with the TD sheet were investigated. Thus, dynamic interactions were evaluated through
manipulation using either the mobile phone or the tangential board, fixed on the surface,
which served as a second form of exploration (aimed at individuals with less AR expertise).
This approach allows for viewing the model by rotating it around the vertical axis (com-
ponent of spatial rotation) while interacting with the mobile phone (spatial orientation),
thereby segmenting the amount of information accommodated for the user.

The conducted demonstrations of the instantiation artifact demonstrated solidity in
recognizing the key points configured for use in the physical interaction with the tangential
board (there was no leakage or deviation of the image on the texture, indicating a good
contrast construction of the reference image). Furthermore, the final configuration defined,
combining static realistic models with animated texture-less models, proved to be relevant
as the instantiation artifact gains connectivity (with loading time less than 5 s) and ro-
bustness (with excellent image tracking performance, no leakage, even at night, including
simultaneous movement of the physical artifact and parts of the model).

5. Evaluation

The evaluation of the artifact took place in two dimensions:

• Analysis of workload indices (NASA-TLX pre- and post-experiment tests);
• Evaluation of the behavioral intention to use the technology.
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To assess the acceptance, intention, and use of the technology, as well as the workload,
an empirical study was conducted using the artifact. The study was carried out in two
scenography companies in Recife—Baluarte (Recife, Brazil) and Ceno Mais (Recife, Brazil).
Four evaluations were conducted in one scenography, and two evaluations in the other.

The data were compiled as a single evaluation group, comprising a total of six partici-
pants in this final evaluation. In each scenography, activities of reading and interpreting
the TD were carried out for the evaluation designed for the use of Augmented TD—the
mediation tool. The evaluation sessions were recorded or documented in the form of
images and videos, respecting the users’ comfort regarding the recording methods. In
addition to observations, acceptance, intention, and technology usage questionnaires were
administered to the participants, as well as the NASA TLX, to obtain specific data in a
systematic manner.

The following describes the empirical evaluations carried out in the scenography
environments. Subsequently, the evaluated data are presented.

The evaluation involved participants from different sectors of scenography, such
as executive management, production coordination, carpentry, machine control, and 3D
modeling. Each participant was instructed to read and interpret the Augmented TD, which
included the proposed study piece—a plywood chair executed with CNC Router. The four
physical forms in A3 format were provided to each participant in their respective work
environment for observation and behavioral analysis of their interactions with the artifact.
The first 30 s of reading and manipulation of each sheet were narratively guided to help
participants understand the tool’s usage possibilities and the different types of applied AR.

The A3 format forms were well accepted due to the better dimension of the information
contained, compared to the conventional A4 format used in the environment. In general,
conventional form readings were quickly performed by participants when compared to
exploration using AR triggers, due to the novelty effect [16] and the wow factor [17] of
using the platform.

One of the most frequently used features of the platform to assist in understanding
the chair project was the use of AR to verify the real size of the model and comprehend the
purpose of the product, which also encompasses the structural and functional perception
of the model.

It was observed that all participants had little to no prior experience with AR tech-
nology. Therefore, brief instructions were provided on the interaction gestures to position,
rotate, and scale the object in AR.

Sheet 2—Orthographic Views received positive feedback from participants due to the
fact that it displayed the TD itself in AR. This allowed them to scale the physical form to
the desired dimension and interact with the animated 3D model on top of it. Participants
responded positively to the technique of viewing and pausing the model animation, stating
that it facilitated memorizing the relationships of each object side to the TD.

The exploration of the exploded model in AR preferably involved placing it on the
floor rather than the table, considering the distance between the model items. Participants
also used this configuration to better understand the product’s fittings, as the animated
stages did not have labeling of the components.

The direct hand interaction approach using the tangible board in Sheets 3 and 4 made
a great impression on the participants, with positive feedback and comments about the
ease of manipulating the 3D model, exploring it from any angle—it was even considered
easier than on-screen interaction, which was also possible in Sheets 1 and 3.

In general, the use of the tangible board allowed for greater freedom of use and
applications, as it was a more intuitive navigation feature compared to dynamic and static
interaction on a mobile device. It is important to note that regardless of the available space,
AR could be used effectively in all study environments—indoor, outdoor, with natural and
artificial lighting, as well as during daytime and nighttime shifts.
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The relationships between people, practices, problems, and artifacts were corroborated
by the practices of the Augmented TD. The artifact, in addition to offering its intended
functions, also had side effects on this practice as well as on other practices [18].

5.1. NASA TLX (Post-Experiment)

The application of NASA-TLX (post-experiment) took place immediately after the
activity of reading and interpreting the Augmented TD. This evaluation allowed for a
subjective analysis of the degree of impact of the tool in the scenography environment. The
data extracted from the method are described in Table 1. The evaluation of the tool’s usage
encompassed both scenography companies, compiling the data jointly to obtain a result
that reflects the participants’ performance in using the Augmented TD, regardless of the
company. This aims to visualize the effectiveness of the mediation tool at the sector level,
not just the organizational level.

Table 1. Evaluation of NASA-TLX workload (post-experiment) in leaders and employees of
scenographies.

User ID BAL1 BAL2 BAL3 BAL3 CEN1 CEN2

Position CEO R&D Production
Manager

Machine Operation/CAD
Product Modeling

Production and
Operations Manager Woodwork

Weighted ranking 20 0 18.67 2 36 45.33

Raw rating—Frustration Level 20 0 20 0 10 50

Raw rating—Mental Demand 20 0 0 0 0 30

Raw rating—Performance 20 0 10 0 70 20

Raw rating—Physical Demand 20 0 0 0 20 50

Raw rating—Temporal Demand 20 0 10 0 10 20

Workload tally—Effort 20 0 50 10 30 70

Workload tally—Frustration Level 1 3 1 3 1 4

Workload tally—Mental Demand 0 0 0 1 1 0

Workload tally—Performance 4 2 4 2 5 4

Workload tally—Physical Demand 2 4 4 1 4 2

Workload tally—Temporal Demand 3 2 2 5 1 1

Adjusted rating—Effort 5.2 4 4.2 3.0 3.1 4.2

Adjusted rating—Frustration Level 0 0 0 0 0 0

Adjusted rating—Mental Demand 80 0 40 0 350 80

Adjusted rating—Performance 40 0 0 0 80 100

Adjusted rating—Physical Demand 60 0 20 0 10 20

Adjusted rating—Temporal Demand 100 0 200 30 90 280

The high production demand within the scenography settings, driven by tight pro-
duction deadlines, contributed to the inconsistent availability of some participants. In
other words, the evaluation of workload conducted with the Augmented TD (NASA-TLX
post-experiment) was also performed with new individuals.

The data from the table above are illustrated in Figure 13. In the top row, it can be
observed that the weighted index of participants was 45.8 and 48 points in the evaluation
of workload using conventional TDs (NASA-TLX pre-experiment). This is higher than the
index recorded in the second test (NASA-TLX post-experiment), which was 20.3 points.
This corresponds to a significant average reduction of 56.7% in the overall workload related
to TD reading in scenography.
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Figure 13. NASA-TLX (pre-experiment), Ceno Mais and Baluarte; NASA-TLX post-experiment (Ceno
Mais and Baluarte).

Despite this second NASA-TLX test not having the same participants, it was possible
to analyze the data in this format. Figure 13 illustrates some of these data. The figure shows
the data from the Production and Operations Manager of Ceno Mais and the Executive
Director of Baluarte Group. The weighted ratings show an average reduction of 37.9%
(from 58 to 36) in the participant’s workload index, primarily impacting effort, frustration,
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and temporal demands. On the other hand, the analysis of individual data showed that
the new tool increased mental demand significantly, with a lesser impact on performance
demand. This aligns with some characteristics predicted in the literature [16], such as
moderating factors of AR expertise that can increase cognitive processes, in this case, the
mental demand for using the tool. Thus, despite being the first contact with this type of
technology, the participant reported good usability and intuitiveness of the platform, as
well as an intention to use the tool in the future. Despite the increase in mental demand
due to the use of a new platform in the operational ecosystem, the ratings were quite
satisfactory. As for temporal demand, it is associated with how pressured the individual
felt (or would feel) due to the pace at which tasks or task elements occurred (would occur
in daily life) with the use of the Augmented TD.

Among the recurring individuals in Groups 1 and 2 are the following participants:
Production Manager (Ceno Mais), Production Manager (Baluarte), and Executive Direc-
tor (Baluarte), as illustrated in Figure 13. The weighted ratings from NASA-TLX (post-
experiment) were 36, 18.67, and 20 points, respectively. These were significantly lower than
the ratings in NASA-TLX (pre-experiment), which were 58, 26, and 67 points, respectively.
This illustrates reductions of 62%, 70%, and 29.9%, respectively, in the workload index.
With these data, a general weighted average reduction of 53.9% is observed among the
recurring participants.

5.2. Technology Acceptance, Intention, and Use Questionnaire

The objective questionnaire, consisting of 37 items, was administered to evaluate user
satisfaction with the Augmented TD. It was given after the interaction with the artifact,
allowing participants to express their agreement. The questions are structured using a
7-point scale. Low scores are better than high scores due to the anchor points used (com-
pletely agree/completely disagree), except for the anxiety construct (where higher scores are
better, due to the phrasing of the negative statements). Figure 14 presents the compilation of
results—the Technology Acceptance, Intention, and Use Questionnaire; the graph shows the
agreement scale for each participant, with their data compared column-wise.

Overall, participants favored the Augmented TD over the conventional TD. Almost
unanimously, participants appreciated the ease of use, enjoyment, aesthetic and informa-
tional quality, perceived usefulness, and overall interface quality provided by the mediation
tool. However, constructs of perceived behavioral control and facilitating conditions di-
verged among some participants; these were associated with the resources (adequate
devices) for using the Augmented TD.

The main criticism that the Augmented TD received was regarding its compatibility
with devices. The versions of devices used by the workers and the available model of
the set design result in a poor experience when a large number of textures are loaded, for
example, in Augmented TD Sheet 1. However, Baluarte expressed interest in replacing the
devices so that the technique could be immediately implemented into the workflow (in the
short term).

In positive analyses, participants found it intuitive and very easy to use. The Aug-
mented TD offered them a clear, smooth, and faster interaction experience to understand the
project. Additionally, some participants mentioned excellent perceived behavioral control,
both when they already had the knowledge to use it and when provided with the necessary
resources, opportunities, and knowledge to use the platform. The tool also received good
emotional evaluations concerning the constructs of anxiety, intention, and attitude toward
the use and control of the platform. Throughout the research, the instructions given in the
first minute of interaction with each of the four sheets allowed participants to instantly
grasp the technique. In light of this, some participants noted that manipulating the object
virtually directly with their hands is ergonomically more pleasant than manipulating it
directly on the screen.
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Figure 14. Technology Acceptance, Intention, and Use Questionnaire: the graph displays the agree-
ment scale for each participant, segmented by column. Low scores are better than high scores due
to the anchor points used (completely agree/completely disagree), except for the anxiety construct
(negative statements).
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6. Discussion

One of the main aspects to highlight was the adopted methodology, which decisively
contributed to the performance of this research and the attainment of results. Design
Science Research (DSR) [19] provided reliable development, suggesting the organization
and sequencing of the necessary steps to solve the problem.

Typically, the results of DSR are communicated to the research and technical/practice
communities, that is, stakeholders in the research, such as, in this case, scenography com-
panies, which may include technology-oriented and management-oriented audiences. The
results of this method may also be of broad interest, making it worthwhile to communicate
them to the general public [18].

The present research aimed to solve a problem related to understanding Design Think-
ing in scenographic production in the creative industry, which encompasses TM projects.
The prescribed artifact, called Augmented TD, is a mediation tool focused on the cognitive
activity of reading TDs, designed for the aforementioned contexts. Its configuration was
built as the interface between its internal environment (with characteristics that shaped
the mediator artifact itself, as observed from the theoretical basis) and the external envi-
ronment (the conditions in which this artifact operates) to fulfill its purpose, meeting the
requirements elucidated throughout the method. However, it is not expected that the imple-
mentation of a single artifact, such as the proposed one, can completely transform a reality.
However, as observed from the theoretical basis, advances in this field are achieved through
interactions that collectively help generate and disseminate new ideas and best practices.

The analysis of functionalities and features of similar tools obtained from the literature
review, focused on projects in similar usage contexts (reading TDs with AR technologies),
showed a limited variety of approaches, especially in those published in the same us-
age context (assembly line, business environment, or operational industries). In most of
them, there is a clear search for a system that assists college students (in engineering) in
visualization tasks to promote the development of their spatial skills. The artifact in this
research utilizes Web-based augmented reality (Web AR), justified by its ability to mediate
spatial cognitive processes with a system characterized by the use of embodied cognition
(cognitive activities distributed between the individual and the situation they interact
with) and situated cognition (practice in real contexts, increasing focus, performance, and
learning), as well as its ease of use and implementation within existing processes in these
usage scenarios.

Based on the data collected from the literature review and the results obtained in the
empirical study, it is considered that the artifact proved to be acceptable, although it is not
possible to provide an absolute answer to this research question. Participants found the
Augmented TD to be very easy to use (ease of use), visually pleasing (aesthetic quality),
and overall enjoyable to use (hedonic motivation). Participants expressed a willingness to
use it “immediately” for visualizing project TDs (behavioral intention) and suggested that
using the system would be a good idea (attitude towards technology use). These and other
aspects, extracted from the acceptance, intention, and technology use questionnaire, lead
to the conclusion that the artifact has the potential to be accepted by professionals in the
field. However, some limitations of the prototype became evident, such as the perceived
response time of the artifact, which received higher ratings on the evaluation scale for
fluidity perception (lags and platform loading). Furthermore, even the devices capable of
using Web AR systems still experienced lags due to hardware limitations. Additionally,
most of the devices used by the participants were not suitable for platform use due to their
version being lower than the requirements for running ARCore and ARKit.

Overall, participants are in favor of adopting Augmented TD or Mobile AR technology
because its application in the scenography context does not require much time or specific
technical knowledge (training requirement). Furthermore, the management of one of
the scenography projects showed great interest in the tested solution, suggesting the
development of internal training for qualified professionals to use Mobile AR, focusing on
its implementation in the product lifecycle (facilitating the understanding of models and
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crucial technical decision-making processes such as machining, welding, cutting, electrical
installation, etc.) and in the product assembly line (aiming to improve the quality line and
the accuracy of design interpretation). Despite having no statistical significance, based on
these aspects, the feedback obtained indicated that the use of Augmented TD would have
a good acceptance within the scenography sector, being an artifact with low impact on
its process.

It is also recognized that Augmented TD is a proposed method to be applied in TM
projects within scenographic environments, rather than a finished product that can be
installed and accompanied by a manual and technical support. Additionally, despite the
relatively low implementation cost, its replication still requires technical qualifications
regarding the processes of modeling in 3D animation software and visual effects, which
involve modeling, UV mesh construction, texturing, and lighting in order to execute
(upload to Web AR platforms) various types of models compatible with mobile devices.
These processes need to be implemented for each new TD. This also highlights one of
the limitations in its replication, as it requires designers with 3D modeling and animation
hard skills. However, this task can be considered of low to medium complexity and can
be carried out by qualified professionals, making the process feasible within the market.
These are the nuances regarding its replication in the usual context and within the scope of
scenographic production.

The final important question to address is about data awareness. A significant number
of participants expressed concerns about exposing their image or submitting to research
evaluations, such as undergoing extensive HE tests or the NASA-TLX, questioning whether
these evaluations would be performance-related to their role in the company. Despite the
support from management, this made it difficult to obtain a larger number of professional
participants (both in the awareness and final evaluation stages) since their participation
was explicitly voluntary. However, for those who participated in the research, their comfort
and surprise with the final proposal of Mobile AR technology, the Augmented TD, were
emphasized. At the end of the artifact evaluations, they questioned whether it would be
implemented in the company.

In summary, different areas of the scenographic sector benefit differently from the
use of the proposed solution. The finishing sector has a particularity—a very high level of
frustration caused by the lack of technical specification regarding the product finishes, as
well as the purpose of the model (usability and context of use). The proposed solution may
help to decrease such frustration, since it provides more spatial information regarding the
object being assembled. Additionally, the production and quality supervision bears a high
mental demand due to the responsibility associated with checking the project items, which
is performed through analysis between the Augmented DT and the constructed product.

7. Conclusions

This research suggested that the use of AR could contribute to improving the reading
and understanding of TDs in scenographic production, through its application by workers
in their real work context, such as scenography workshops. To achieve this solution, the
general objective was to propose a digital artifact with these characteristics for the design
of this mediation tool, subsequently referred to as Augmented TD.

The study has some limitations. The field experiment, conducted through researcher
access, was carried out with specific companies and projects, as previously described.
Therefore, future research could be conducted with companies and projects of different
natures and varying levels of market participation. Additionally, the experiment was
conducted in scenography production environments, which limits the generalization of
results and conclusions to other types of production, manufacturing, or industries.

Several future works can stem from this study. These include conducting a new evalu-
ation of Augmented TD, considering a larger sample of people and a simplified process
for collecting HE data through validation instruments, gathering suggestions for improve-
ments in procedures from workers and designers to further increase satisfaction and the
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level of learning achieved, and addressing the weaknesses of the project by implementing
routines and/or procedures in scenography production environments to achieve higher
quality levels. For example, this could include identifying methods or platforms to convert
universal 3D file formats such as .fbx and CAD to .usdz and .glTF, which are necessary for
compatibility with Web AR systems, generally based on the ARKit and ARCore libraries.

The development of Augmented TD has revealed that these data and other aspects can
be further investigated to contribute to research related to the design of new interactions
using Web AR. Introducing the technology to facilitate HE also highlights the importance of
understanding the work that users will perform with the tool. After all, interaction design
indirectly includes the interactivity between the user and the chosen digital system for
learning. The lack of Web AR systems capable of specifically mediating the understanding
of TD systems is a significant gap in the field. Further research on systems using Web AR is
needed to advance the use of such systems.
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